
Pandora Music

**About Pandora Music**

With Pandora Music, users can easily discover new music on their smartphone or tablet. The app

gives personal music recommendations, which are based on the music taste of the user.

Pandora Music gives you a whole new musical experience. The app always proposes new songs,

artists and albums to you, which you might like. As Pandora Music gets to know your favorite

artists and your taste in music, the recommendations will be tailored better and better over time.

With the Pandora Premium and Pandora Plus subscriptions, you can also listen to your music

offline, create playlists, and enjoy a better audio quality.

**Pandora Music - Features:** 

- Discover new music: With Pandora Music you can easily discover new music. The app gives you

personal music recommendations which are tailored to your taste of music. For this you just have

to tell the app your favorite artists and your favorite songs. As the app remembers which music

you like and gets to know your taste in music over time, the recommendations are getting better

and more precise. Be open and discover something new.

- Listen to your personal radio station: In Pandora Music you can create your own radio station,

which only plays music you like. There are always new songs on your radio station that you can

either thumb up or thumb down. By doing this, the app remembers even better what you really like.

- Pandora Premium and Pandora Plus: The Pandora Premium and Pandora Plus subscriptions give

you a whole new musical experience. With these subscriptions, you can not only discover new

music, but also listen to music offline, enjoy a better audio quality or even create playlists yourself.

Since you can hear all the songs without advertising, you can enjoy the music even better and

undisturbed.

Conclusion: With Pandora Music you will always discover new songs, artists and albums. As the

app gets to know your taste in music better over time, the music recommendations are getting

more and more accurate and fit better with your personal taste in music. With Pandora Premium

and Pandora Plus subscription services, you can also listen to music without advertising and make

playlists offline available.


